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Abstrat
Reent measurements of the properties of osmi rays above 10
17
eV
are summarized and impliations on our ontemporary understanding of
their origin are disussed. Cosmi rays with energies exeeding 10
20
eV
have been measured, they are the highest-energy partiles in the Uni-
verse. Partiles at highest energies are expeted to be only marginally
deeted by magneti elds and they should point towards their soures
on the sky. Reent results of the Pierre Auger Observatory have opened
a new window to the Universe  astronomy with ultra high-energy par-
tiles.
1 Introdution
The Earth is permanently exposed to a vast ux of high-energy partiles
from outer spae. Most of these partiles are fully ionized atomi nulei with
relativisti energies. The extraterrestrial origin of these partiles has been
demonstrated by V. Hess in 1912 [Hess(1912)℄ and he named the partiles
"Höhenstrahlung" (high-altitude radiation) or "Ultrastrahlung" (ultra radia-
tion). In 1925 R. Millikan oined the term "Cosmi Rays". They have a three-
fold origin. Partiles with energies below 100 MeV
1
originate from the Sun
[Ryan(2005), Kahler et al.(2005)℄. Cosmi rays in narrower sense are partiles
with energies from the 100 MeV domain up to energies beyond 1020 eV. Up
to several 10 GeV the ux of the partiles observed is modulated on dierent
time sales by the heliospheri magneti elds [Fihtner(2005), Heber(2005)℄.
Partiles with energies below 1017 to 1018 eV are usually onsidered to be of
galati origin [Gaisser and Stanev(2006), Gaisser(2006), Strong et al.(2007),
Hörandel(2008), Hörandel(2007a)℄. The Larmor radius of a partile with en-
ergy E15 (in units of 10
15
eV) and harge Z in a magneti eld BµG (in µG)
is
rL = 1.08
E15
ZBµG
p, (1)
yielding a value of rL = 360 p for a proton with an energy of 10
18
eV in the
galati magneti eld (BµG ≈ 3). This radius is omparable to the thikness
1
In this review we use the partile physis energy units MeV= 10
6
eV, GeV= 10
9
eV,
TeV= 10
12
eV, PeV= 10
15
eV, and EeV= 10
18
eV; 1 eV= 1.6 · 10−19 J.
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of the galati dis and illustrates that partiles (at least with small harge Z)
at the highest energies an not be magnetially bound to the Galaxy. Hene,
they are onsidered to be of extragalati origin [Nagano and Watson(2000),
Bergman and Belz(2007), Kampert(2008)℄.
In the present artile, we fous on reent results onerning the origin of
the extragalati partiles. Cosmi rays with energies exeeding 1020 eV are
the highest-energy partiles in the Universe. Partiles at highest energies are
only marginally deeted in the galati magneti elds, following (1) they
have a Larmor radius rL > 36 kp, exeeding the diameter of the Milky
Way. Thus, they should point bak to their soures, enabling astronomial
observations with harged partiles.
Several questions arise, onerning the origin of highest-energy osmi
rays. Among them are:
 What are the energies of the partiles? (Set. 4)
 What are these partiles? Are they protons, nulei of heavy atoms like
oxygen or iron, furthermore are they photons or neutrinos? (Set. 5)
 Where do they ome from? Can we learn something by studying their ar-
rival diretions? (Set. 6)
 How do they propagate to us? Do they suer any interations? (Set. 4)
In the following setions (4 to 6) reent experimental results are om-
piled and their impliations to answer the questions raised above are dis-
ussed. Before, possible senarios for the soures of the partiles are summa-
rized (Set. 2.1) and mehanisms are disussed whih are important during the
propagation of the partiles through the Universe (Set. 2.2). The detetions
methods applied are skethed in Set. 3.
2 Soures and Propagation
2.1 Soures
The energy density ontained in the ux of extragalati osmi rays an be in-
ferred from the measured dierential energy spetrum dN/dE [Halzen(2006)℄
ρE =
4pi
c
∫
E
β
dN
dE
dE, (2)
where βc is the veloity of partiles with energy E. To estimate the en-
ergy ontent of the extragalati omponent, assumptions have to be made
about the ontribution of galati osmi rays at energies in the transition
region (1017−1018 eV). The extragalati omponent needed aording to the
poly-gonato model [Hörandel(2003a)℄ to sustain the observed all-partile ux
at highest energies has an energy density of ρE = 3.7 · 10−7 eV/m3. The
power required for a population of soures to generate this energy density
over the Hubble time of 1010 years is 5.5 · 1037 erg/(s Mp3). This leads to
≈ 2 · 1044 erg/s per ative galaxy or ≈ 2 · 1052 erg per osmologial gamma
ray burst [Gaisser(1997)℄. The oinidene between these numbers and the
2
Figure 1: Size and mag-
neti eld strength of possi-
ble sites of partile aelera-
tion (Hillas diagram). Ael-
eration of osmi rays up to
a given energy requires on-
ditions above the respetive
line [Ostrowski(2002)℄.
observed output in eletromagneti energy of these soures explains why they
are onsidered as promising andidates to aelerate highest-energy osmi
rays.
The harateristi size of an aelerating region an be estimated for mod-
els of gradual aeleration, where the partiles make many irregular loops in a
magneti eld while gaining energy [Hillas(1984)℄. The size L of the essential
part of the aelerating region ontaining the magneti eld must be grater
than 2rL. A loser look reveals that a harateristi veloity βc of sattering
enters is of virtual importane [Hillas(1984)℄, whih yields the expression
BµGLpc > 2E15/(Zβ). (3)
It relates the harateristi size Lpc (in p) and magneti elds BµG of ob-
jets being able to aelerate partiles to energies E15. Several possible a-
eleration sites are explored in Fig. 1, where the magneti eld strength is
plotted as funtion of their typial sizes [Ostrowski(2002)℄. The lines a-
ording to (3) represent the onditions for protons and iron nulei of dif-
ferent energies, as indiated. Objets apable to aelerate partiles above
a respetive energy should be above the respetive line. As an be in-
ferred from the gure, most promising andidates to aelerate highest-
energy osmi rays are gamma ray bursts and ative galati nulei (AGN)
[Ginzburg and Syrovatskii(1964), Hillas(1984)℄. These objets are typially
in a distane of several tens of Mp to the Earth. Interations in the soure
itself or in the viinity of the soure of hadroni partiles (protons, nulei)
yield neutral and harged pions, whih subsequently deay into high-energy
photons and neutrinos.
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Alternatively, so alled "top-down models" are disussed in the literature
[Hill and Shramm(1983), Olinto(2000), Bhattaharjee and Sigl(2000)℄. They
have been motivated by events seen by the AGASA experiment above the
threshold for the GZK eet [Takeda et al.(1998)℄. It is proposed that ultra
high-energy partiles (instead of being aelerated, "bottom-up senario")
are the deay produts of exoti, massive partiles originating from high-
energy proesses in the early Universe. Suh super-massive partiles (with
mX ≫ 1011 GeV) deay e.g. via W and Z bosons into high-energy protons,
photons, and neutrinos.
2.2 Propagation
On the way from their soures to Earth the partiles propagate mostly outside
galaxies in intergalati spae with very low partile densities. In this envi-
ronment the most important interations of osmi rays our with photons of
the 2.7-K mirowave bakground radiation, namely pair prodution and pion
photoprodution [Hill and Shramm(1985)℄.
On the last part of their way to Earth they propagate through the Galaxy.
However, sine partiles at the highest energies travel almost along straight
lines they aumulate a negligible amount of material during their short travel
through regions with relatively high densities. Thus, interations with the
interstellar material an be negleted.
The Universe is lled with about 412 photons/m
3
of the 2.7
◦
Kmirowave
bakground radiation. Shortly after the disovery of the mirowave bak-
ground it was proposed that ultra high-energy osmi rays should interat
with the photons, leading to a suppression of the observed ux at highest
energies [Greisen(1966), Zatsepin and Kuz'min(1966)℄. This eet is alled
after its proposers the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz'min (GZK) eet. A nuleon of
energies exeeding EGZK ≈ 6 ·1019 eV olliding head-on with a 2.7◦ K photon
omprises a system of suient energy to produe pions by the photoprodu-
tion reation
p+ γ3K → ∆+ → p+ pi
0
n+ pi+
. (4)
The energy loss of the nuleon is a signiant fration of the initial energy.
The pion photoprodution ross setion is quite large above threshold due
to resonane prodution (∆ resonane), rising quikly to 500 mb for photon
laboratory energies of about 0.3 GeV. Subsequent deays of the neutral and
harged pions produed in (4) yield high-energy photons and neutrinos.
The enter of mass energy of interations of osmi rays with energies
exeeding 1018 eV olliding with mirowave-bakground photons is suient
to generate eletron-positron pairs p + γ3K → p + e+ + e−. As a onse-
quene, the osmi-ray partiles loose energy whih leads presumably to a
redution of the ux or a dip in the spetrum between 1018 and 1019 eV
[Hill and Shramm(1985), Berezinsky(2005), Berezinsky et al.(2004)℄.
The eet of both proesses on the observed energy spetrum is frequently
expressed by a modiation fator f(E) = Ip(E)/I0(E), desribing the ratio
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Figure 2: Left : Modiation fator f(E) = Ip(E)/I0(E) of the osmi-ray
energy spetrum [Aloisio et al.(2007a)℄. Right : Loss length for protons for
pair prodution and pion photoprodution [De Maro and Stanev(2005)℄.
of the observed spetrum Ip and the initial spetrum I0 as funtion of energy.
The modiation fator aording to reent alulations is shown in Fig. 2
(left) [Aloisio et al.(2007a)℄. A twofold struture an be reognized. A de-
pression (the dip) at energies between 1018 and 1019 eV and the GZK feature
at energies exeeding 5 · 1019 eV. The two ases (1 and 2) represent initial
spetra with a spetral index of 2.0 and 2.7, respetively.
The energy loss length for pair prodution and pion photoprodution is
depited in Fig. 2 (right) [De Maro and Stanev(2005)℄. Partiles with ener-
gies above the threshold of the GZK eet an travel less than about 100 Mp
through the Universe, before their energy has dereased to 1/e of their initial
value. Or, in other words, partiles reahing the Earth at these energies have
propagated less than 100 Mp, see also [Aharonian and Cronin(1994)℄, and
their soures are inside a sphere with this radius
2.3 Multi Messenger Approah
It has been disussed that for both senarios, aeleration and top-down
models, hadroni osmi rays are aompanied by high-energy photons and
neutrinos. Also during the propagation of hadroni partiles through the
Universe high-energy photons and neutrinos are produed. To larify the
origin of the highest-energy partiles in the Universe, simultaneous observa-
tions are desired of high-energy harged partiles, photons, and neutrinos 
a multi-messenger approah. Thus, the observation of high-energy harged
partiles, or harged partile astronomy, is omplementary to observations
in gamma ray astronomy [Ong(1998), Ong(2005)℄ and neutrino astronomy
[Spiering(2003), Halzen(2005), Berezinsky(2006), Lipari(2006)℄.
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Attention has to be paid on the 'simultaneous' observation: if a harged
partile is deeted by an angle Θ in a (for this estimate simply homogeneous)
magneti eld, its path Lch is somewhat longer as ompared to the path of
a massless neutral partile Lγ . Their relative dierene an be approximated
as
R = Lch
Lγ
=
2piΘ
360◦ sin(Θ)
. (5)
If a harged partile from a soure at a distane Lγ = 100Mp is deeted by
Θ = 3◦, a valueR = 1+4.6·10−4 is obtained. This orresponds to a dierene
in the arrival time of a harged partile relative to a photon (both traveling
at the speed of light) of about ∆T = 150 · 103 a. Thus, for a simultaneous
detetion the aeleration proesses have to be stable over suh a period in
time.
3 Detetion Method
The extremely steeply falling osmi-ray energy spetrum (∝ E−3) yields very
low uxes for the highest-energy partiles. At the highest energies less than
one partile is expeted per square kilometer and entury. This neessitates
huge detetion areas and large measuring times. At present, they are only
realized in huge ground based installations, registering seondary partiles
produed in the atmosphere.
3.1 Extensive air showers
When high-energy osmi-ray partiles penetrate the Earths atmosphere they
interat and generate a asade of seondary partiles, the extensive air show-
ers. Hadroni partiles interat and produe new hadroni partiles or gen-
erate muons and photons through pion deays. Some of the muons may
deay into eletrons, while the photons and eletrons/positrons regenerate
themselves in an eletromagneti asade. The by far dominant partiles in a
shower are eletromagneti partiles (photons, eletrons, and positrons). Most
of the energy of the primary partile is absorbed in the atmosphere. However,
a small fration of the energy is transported to ground level and may be regis-
tered in detetors for eletrons, muons, and hadrons. Partiles traveling with
relativisti speeds through the atmosphere (mostly eletrons and positrons)
emit erenkov light. The shower partiles also exite nitrogen moleules in
the air whih in turn emit uoresene light. While the erenkov light is
ollimated in the forward diretion of the partile, the uoresene light is
emitted isotropially, thus, a shower an be "viewed from aside".
The objetive of experiments observing extensive air showers is to de-
termine the properties of the primary partile (energy E0, mass A, arrival
diretion). In the energy regime of interest (E > 1017 eV) mainly two
methods are applied. Eletrons (and positrons) as well as muons reah-
ing ground level are observed in large arrays of detetors and the uo-
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resene light is viewed by imaging telesopes. An alternative tehnique,
presently under investigation, is the detetion of radio emission from air show-
ers. Eletrons and positrons are deeted in the Earths magneti eld and
emit synhrotron radiation, whih is deteted in arrays of dipole antennae
[Falke et al.(2005), van den Berg et al.(2007), Huege and Falke(2005)℄.
3.2 Measuring tehnique
The diretion of air showers is inferred applying two tehniques. The parti-
les in a shower travel with nearly the speed of light through the atmosphere
in a thin dis with a thikness of a few meters only. With detetors measur-
ing the arrival time of the partiles with a resolution of a few ns the angle
of the shower front relative to the ground an be inferred, with the arrival
diretion being perpendiular to the shower plane. With imaging uoresene
telesopes the shower-detetor plane is determined from the observed trak in
the amera. The orientation of the shower axis in this plane is then obtained
by measurements of the arrival time of the photons at the detetor. Using
two (or more) telesopes to view the same shower allows a three-dimensional
reonstrution of the shower axis.
The shower energy is proportional to the number of eletrons Ne and
muons Nµ in the shower. A simple numerial model [Hörandel(2007b)℄ yields
the relations
E0 = 3.01 GeV · A0.04 ·N0.96e and E0 = 20 GeV · A−0.11 ·N1.11µ (6)
to estimate the primary energy. This illustrates that measuringNe orNµ gives
a good estimate for the energy almost independent of the partiles mass.
With imaging uoresene telesopes the amount of uoresene light an be
measured as funtion of depth in the atmosphere. The total amount of light
olleted is proportional to the shower energy. Using the number of eletrons
at shower maximum, the number of photons registered per square meter in a
detetor at a distane r to the maximum of a shower with energy E0 an be
estimated as
νγ =
NeX0Nγ
4pir2
≈ 790 γ
m
2
A−0.046
(
E0
EeV
)1.046
1
(r/10 km)
2
, (7)
where Nγ ≈ 4 γ/m is the uoresene yield of eletrons in air and X0 =
36.7 g/m2 (or 304 m at normal pressure) the radiation length. Absorption
and sattering in the atmosphere have been negleted in this simple estimate,
thus, the equation gives an upper limit for the registered photons.
Experimentally most hallenging is the estimation of the mass of the
primary partile. Showers indued by light and heavy partiles develop dif-
ferently in the atmosphere. The depth in the atmosphere Xmax at whih
the showers ontain a maximum number of partiles depends on the primary
partiles mass
XAmax = X
p
max −X0 lnA, (8)
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where Xpmax is the depth of the shower maximum for proton-indued showers
[Matthews(2005), Hörandel(2007b)℄. Experiments measuring the longitudinal
shower prole by observations of uoresene light estimate the mass by mea-
surements of Xmax.
If a shower develops higher in the atmosphere more partiles (mostly ele-
trons) are absorbed on the way to the ground. On the other hand, at high
altitudes (with low air densities) harged pions are more likely to deay, thus,
yielding more muons. Hene, the eletron-to-muon ratio observed at ground
level depends on the mass of the primary partile. A Heitler model of hadroni
showers [Hörandel(2007b)℄ yields the relation
Ne
Nµ
≈ 35.1
(
E0
A · 1 PeV
)0.15
. (9)
This implies that the registered eletron-to-muon ratio depends on the energy
per nuleon of the primary partile.
3.3 Cosmi-Ray Detetors
In the following we desribe the most important reent detetors for ultra
high-energy osmi rays.
The AGASA experiment The Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA)
was a sintillator array loated in Japan (35
◦
N, 138
◦
E), overing an area of
100 km
2
[Takeda et al.(2003)℄. It onsisted of 111 sintillation ounters to
register the eletromagneti shower omponent. Eah station overed 2.2 m
2
in area. The sintillator bloks with a thikness of 5 m were viewed by
a 125 mm diameter photomultiplier tube. To register the muoni shower
omponent, proportional ounters were used with a ross setion of 10×10 m2
and a length of 2 m or 5 m. The absorber onsisted either of a 1 m thik
onrete blok, a 30 m thik iron plate, or a 5 m lead plate above a 20 m
thik iron plate. The threshold energy for muons is about 0.5 GeV. In total,
27 detetor stations were installed with areas varying from 2.8 m
2
to 20 m
2
.
The HiRes experiment The High Resolution Fly's Eye experiment
(HiRes) was loated in Utah, USA (40
◦
N, 112
◦
W) [Abu-Zayyad et al.(2000a)℄.
It was the suessor of the Fly's Eye experiment [Baltrusaitis et al.(1988)℄,
whih pioneered the detetion of uoresene light from air showers. HiRes
onsisted of two detetor sites (Hires I & II) separated by 12.6 km, providing
almost 360
◦
azimuthal overage, eah. Both telesopes were formed by an
array of detetor units. The mirrors onsisted of four segments and formed
a 5.1 m
2
spherial mirror. At its foal plane an array of 16 × 16 photo-
multiplier tubes was situated, viewing a solid angle of 16◦ × 16◦. HiRes I
onsisted of 22 detetors, arranged in a single ring, overlooking between 3
◦
and 17
◦
in elevation. This detetor used an integrating ADC read-out system,
whih reorded the photomultiplier tubes' pulse height and time information.
8
Figure 3: Shemati view of a water erenkov detetor (left)
and a uoresene telesope (right) of the Pierre Auger Observatory
[Abraham et al.(2004)℄.
HiRes II omprises 42 detetors, set up in two rings, looking between 3
◦
and
31
◦
in elevation. It was equipped with a 10 MHz ash ADC system, reording
pulse height and timing information from its phototubes.
The Pierre Auger Observatory The observatory ombines the obser-
vation of uoresene light with imaging telesopes and the measurement of
partiles reahing ground level in a "hybrid approah" [Abraham et al.(2004)℄.
The southern site (near Malargue, Argentina, 35.2
◦
S, 69.5
◦
W, 1400 m above
sea level) of the worlds largest air shower detetor is almost ompleted. It will
onsist of 1600 polyethylene tanks set up in an area overing 3000 km
2
. Eah
water erenkov detetor has 3.6 m diameter and is 1.55 m high, enlosing a
Tyvak liner lled with 12 m
3
of high purity water, see Fig. 3. The water is
viewed by three PMTs (9 in diameter). Signals from the PMTs are read by the
eletronis mounted loally at eah station. Power is provided by batteries,
onneted to solar panels, and time synhronization relies on a GPS reeiver.
A radio system is used to provide ommuniation between eah station and a
entral data aquisition system.
Four telesope systems overlook the surfae array. A single telesope system
omprises six telesopes, overlooking separate volumes of air. A shemati
ross-setional view of one telesope is shown in Fig. 3. Light enters the bay
through an UV transmitting lter. A irular diaphragm (2.2 m diameter),
positioned at the enter of urvature of a spherial mirror, denes the aperture
of the Shmidt optial system. A 3.5 m× 3.5 m spherial mirror fouses the
light onto a amera with an array of 22× 20 hexagonal pixels. Eah pixel has
a photomultiplier tube, omplemented by light olletors. Eah amera pixel
has a eld of view of approximately 1.5
◦
, a amera overlooks a total eld of
9
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Figure 4: Aumulated ex-
posures of various experi-
ments [Kampert(2008)℄.
view of 30
◦
azimuth × 28.6◦ elevation.
Telesope Array Like the Pierre Auger Observatory, the Telesope array
is a hybrid detetor, presently under onstrution in Mullard County, Utah,
USA [Fukushima et al.(2007)℄. It overs an area of 860 km
2
and omprises
576 sintillator stations and three uoresene detetor sites on a triangle with
about 35 km separation, eah equipped with twelve uoresene telesopes.
Aumulated exposures (i.e. experiment aperture times measuring time) for
various high-energy experiments are presented in Fig. 4 [Kampert(2008)℄. For
surfae arrays the aperture is a funtion of the detetor area and onstant with
energy. On the other hand, the aperture of uoresene detetors depends on
the shower energy, low energy showers an be seen up to a restrited distane
only. This may be illustrated using the approximation (7): the duial volume
to register νminγ photons an be estimated as
Vfid ∝ (νminγ )−1.5A−0.069E1.5690 . (10)
This shows that the duial volume is a funtion of the primary energy. In this
simple approximation there is a small dependene on the mass of the primary
partile (≈ 25% dierene between proton and iron indued showers) and an
inrease of almost a fator of 40 in the duial volume per deade in primary
energy. A similar energy dependene an be reognized in Fig. 4 for the various
uoresene detetors. For uoresene telesopes with a limited eld of view
in elevation an additional eet ours: low energy showers penetrate less
deep into the atmosphere and thus may have their maximum above the eld
of view of the telesopes, thus, reduing further the eetive aperture.
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Figure 5: All-partile en-
ergy spetra measured
by the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory using dierent
reonstrution methods
[Yamamoto et al.(2007)℄.
The Pierre Auger Observatory, still under onstrution, is already the
largest osmi ray detetor, the aumulated data exeed the data of all previ-
ous experiments. In partiular, those of the largest sintillator array (AGASA)
and the largest pure uoresene detetor (HiRes). Thus, the Pierre Auger
Observatory is expeted to measure the properties of ultra high-energy osmi
rays with unpreedented auray.
4 Energy Spetrum
Measurements of the energy spetrum provide important information about
the origin of osmi rays. Over a wide range in energy the all-partile dieren-
tial energy spetrum is usually desribed by a power law dN/dE ∝ E−γ . For
energies below 1015 eV a value for the spetral index γ = −2.7 has been estab-
lished by many experiments. The most prominent feature in the all-partile
spetrum is the so alled knee at an energy of about 4 ·1015 eV. At this energy
the spetral index hanges to γ ≈ −3.1. The knee in the all-partile spetrum
is aused by the subsequent ut-os (or knees) of the spetra of individual
elements, starting with protons at Epk ≈ 4.5 · 1015 eV. However, this feature
is below the fous of the urrent artile, thus, the reader may be referred to
e.g. [Hörandel(2003a), Hörandel(2004), Hörandel(2008)℄ for a more detailed
disussion about galati osmi rays and the knee. In the following we fous
on energies above 1017 eV.
Reent energy spetra as obtained by the Pierre Auger Observatory are
depited in Fig. 5 [Yamamoto et al.(2007)℄. The registered ux has been mul-
tiplied by E3. Dierent methods are applied to reonstrut the spetra. The
rst method uses the data from the 3000 km
2
surfae array. The detetion
eieny reahes 100% for showers with zenith angles less than 60
◦
for ener-
gies above 1018.5 eV and for inlined showers (Θ > 60◦) above 1018.8 eV. The
signal at 1000 m from the shower axis is used to estimate the shower energy.
To avoid a dependene on interation models used in air shower simulation
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Table 1: Energy shifts applied to individual experiments as shown in Fig. 6.
Experiment Referene Energy shift
AGASA [Takeda et al.(2003)℄ -22%
Akeno 1 km
2
[Nagano et al.(1984a)℄ -4%
Akeno 20 km
2
[Nagano et al.(1984b)℄ -22%
Auger [Yamamoto et al.(2007)℄ +20%
Fly's Eye [Bird et al.(1994)℄ -3%
Haverah Park [Ave et al.(2003)℄ -2%
HiRes-I [Abbasi et al.(2004a)℄ 0%
HiRes-II [Abbasi et al.(2005)℄ 0%
HiRes-MIA [Abu-Zayyad et al.(2000b)℄ +5%
KASCADE-Grande [Haungs et al.(2008)℄ -7%
MSU [Fomin et al.(1991)℄ -5%
SUGAR [Anhordoqui and Goldberg(2004)℄ 0%
Yakutsk T500 [Glushkov et al.(2003)℄ -35%
Yakutsk T1000 [Glushkov et al.(2003)℄ -20%
odes, an energy estimator is derived based on measured showers: a subset
of showers ontains so alled hybrid events, seen simultaneously by the sur-
fae detetor array and at least one uoresene telesope. The uoresene
telesopes provide a nearly model independent alorimetri energy measure-
ment of the showers in the atmosphere. Only a small orretion for 'invisible
energy' (high-energy muons and neutrinos arrying away energy) has to be
applied. This fator amounts to about 10% and ontributes with about 4%
to the systemati error for the energy. The energy alibration thus obtained
is applied to all events reorded with the surfae detetor array. Also inlined
events with zenith angles exeeding 60
◦
have been analyzed, yielding the se-
ond spetrum displayed. Finally, a set of showers whih have been reorded
by at least one surfae detetor tank and one uoresene telesope have been
analyzed. The resulting energy spetrum reahes energies as low as 1018 eV,
as an be inferred from Fig. 5. It is interesting to point out that the dierent
spetra have been analyzed independently and agree quite good with eah
other.
The all-partile energy spetra as obtained by various experiments are
ompiled in Fig. 6. The ux has been multiplied by E3. The upper panel
shows the original data. The dierent experiments yield absolute values whih
dier by almost an order of magnitude in this representation. Nevertheless,
the overall shape of the energy spetrum seems to be reeted in all data,
irrespetive of the absolute normalization. This beomes more obvious when
the energy sales are slightly readjusted. Typial systemati unertainties for
the energy sale are of order of 10% to 30% in the region of interest. When
energy shifts are applied, the results have to be treated with are sine the
apertures of some experiments hange as funtion of energy (see Fig. 4) and
this eet has not been taken into aount in the proedure used here.
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Figure 6: All-partile energy spetra as obtained by dierent experiments.
The top panel shows the original values, in the bottom panel the energy
sales of the individual experiments have been adjusted. For referenes and
energy shifts, see Table 1. The lines indiate the end of the galati om-
ponent aording to the poly-gonato model [Hörandel(2003a)℄ and a possible
ontribution of extragalati osmi rays.
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In the lower panel of Fig. 6 the energy sales of the dierent experi-
ments have been adjusted to t the ux aording to the poly-gonato model
at 1018 eV. The latter has been obtained through a areful proedure ex-
trapolating the measured spetra for individual elements at low energies
[Hörandel(2003a)℄. Thus, the normalization applied provides a onsistent de-
sription from diret measurements (10 GeV region) up to the highest energies.
The orresponding energy shifts are listed in Table 1.
The normalized spetra agree very well and seem to exhibit a lear shape
of the all-partile energy spetrum. Some strutures seem to be present in
the spetrum. The seond knee at about 4 · 1017 eV, where the spetrum
steepens to γ ≈ −3.3 and the ankle at about 4 · 1018eV, above this energy
the spetrum attens again to γ ≈ −2.7. Finally, above 4 · 1019 eV the
spetrum exhibits again a steepening with a spetral index γ ≈ −4 to −5.
The new Auger results help to larify the situation in this energy region.
While the AGASA experiment has reported events beyond the GZK threshold
[Takeda et al.(1998)℄, the HiRes experiment has reported a detetion of the
GZK ut-o [Abbasi et al.(2007)℄. With the new results, a steeper falling
spetrum above 4 · 1019 eV is now onrmed.
The seond knee possibly marks the end of the galati omponent
[Hörandel(2003a)℄. If the energy spetra for individual elements exhibit knees
at energies proportional to their nulear harge, the heaviest elements in gala-
ti osmi rays should fall o at an energy of about 92 ·Epk ≈ 4 · 1017 eV. An
interesting oinidene with the position of the seond knee. Dierent senar-
ios for the transition from galati to extragalati osmi rays are disussed
e.g. in [Kampert(2007), Hörandel(2008)℄. In the energy region around the
ankle a depression is seen in the all-partile ux, also referred to as the dip.
It is proposed that this dip is aused by interations of ultra high-energy par-
tiles with the osmi mirowave bakground, resulting in eletron-positron
pair prodution, see Set. 2.2. The steepening in the ux above 4 · 1019 eV
ould be an indiation of the GZK eet, i.e. photo-pion prodution of ultra
high-energy osmi rays with the mirowave bakground, see Set. 2.2. How-
ever, for a denite answer also other properties of osmi rays have to be
investigated.
5 Mass Composition
The elemental omposition of galati osmi rays has been disussed else-
where, e.g. [Hörandel(2003b), Hörandel(2008)℄. Above 1017 eV the situation
is experimentally very hallenging, sine we are far away in parameter spae
from ollider experiments, where the properties of high-energy interations
are studied in detail. Thus, the air shower models used to interpret the data
have to extrapolate over a wide range in parameter spae.
The fration of iron nulei in osmi rays as dedued by many experiments
has been investigated [Dova et al.(2005)℄. No lear onlusion an be drawn
about the omposition at highest energies. Tension in the interpretation of
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the measured data has been observed as well by the HiRes-MIA experiment
[Abu-Zayyad et al.(2000)℄. The observed Xmax values exhibit a trend to-
wards a lighter omposition as funtion of energy in the range between 1017
and 1018 eV. On the other hand, measured muon densities indiate a very
heavy omposition in the same energy range.
Methods relying on the measured muon densities, the lateral distribution
of erenkov light registered at ground level, or geometrially-based methods
are rather indiret and depend on ertain assumptions and/or interation
models. The most bias free mass estimator is probably a measurement of the
depth of the shower maximum Xmax, preferably with an imaging telesope
suh as uoresene detetors. The best way to infer the mass is to measure
Xmax distributions, rather than average values only. However, unfortunately,
also the interpretation of the measured values depends on hadroni interation
models used in air shower simulations.
The average depth of the shower maximum registered by several experi-
ments is plotted in Fig. 7 as funtion of energy. In the top panel the data are
ompared to preditions of air shower simulations for primary protons and
iron nulei, using dierent hadroni interation models, namely QGSJET 01
[Kalmykov et al.(1997)℄, QGSJET II-3 [Ostaphenko(2005)℄, SYBILL 2.1
[Engel et al.(1999)℄, and DPMJET 2.55 [Ranft(1995)℄. The models yield dif-
ferenes in Xmax of order of 30 g/m
2
for iron nulei and ≈ 50 g/m2 for
proton indued showers. An overall trend seems to be visible in the data,
the measured values seem to inrease faster with energy as ompared to the
model preditions. This implies that the omposition beomes lighter as fun-
tion of energy. Through interations with the osmi mirowave bakground
heavy nulei are expeted to break up during their propagation through the
Universe (GZK eet) and a light omposition is expeted at the highest en-
ergies. However, e.g. the Auger data at the highest energies orrespond to a
mixed omposition for all models displayed.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 7 the measured values are ompared to pre-
ditions of astrophysial models of the origin of high-energy osmi rays.
The propagation of high-energy osmi rays in extragalati turbulent mag-
neti elds is onsidered in [Globus et al.(2007)℄. The average Xmax values
are shown for a ase, assuming a mixed soure omposition with an injetion
spetrum ∝ E−2.4, a ontinuous distribution of the soures, and no extra-
galati magneti eld. Other ases studied deliver similar results in Xmax,
for details see [Globus et al.(2007)℄.
Dierent senarios for the transition from galati to extragalati osmi
rays are disussed in [Aloisio et al.(2007b)℄. Two senarios are distinguished,
a 'dip' model in whih the galati and extragalati uxes equal at an en-
ergy below 1018 eV and an 'ankle' approah in whih both omponents have
equal uxes at an energy exeeding 1019 eV. It is proposed that the dip is a
onsequene of eletron-positron pair prodution, see Set. 2.2. For the 'dip'
model a soure spetrum ∝ E−2.7 is assumed and a spetrum ∝ E−2 for the
ankle approah. Cosmi rays have been propagated through an extragalati
magneti eld of 1 nG. The resulting average Xmax values, based on simula-
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Figure 7: Average depth of the shower maximum Xmax as funtion of energy
as measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory [Unger et al.(2007)℄, as well as
the Fly's Eye [Bird et al.(1994)℄, Haverah Park [Watson(2000)℄, HiRes/MIA
[Abu-Zayyad et al.(2000)℄, HiRes [Abu-Zayyad et al.(2000b)℄, and Yakutsk
[Knurenko et al.(2001)℄ experiments. Top: measured values are ompared
to preditions for primary protons and iron nulei for dierent hadroni in-
teration models QGSJET 01 [Kalmykov et al.(1997)℄ (), QGSJET II-3
[Ostaphenko(2005)℄ (- - -), SYBILL 2.1 [Engel et al.(1999)℄ (· · ·), and DPM-
JET 2.55 [Ranft(1995)℄ (· − ·). Bottom: omparison to astrophysial models
aording to [Globus et al.(2007)℄ () as well as [Aloisio et al.(2007b)℄, for
the latter a dip (- - -) and an ankle (· · ·) senario are distinguished.
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Figure 8: Upper limits on the fration of photons in the integral osmi-
ray ux ompared to preditions for GZK photons and top-down senar-
ios [Abraham et al.(2007a)℄. Experimental data are from the Auger sur-
fae detetors (arrows) [Abraham et al.(2007a)℄ and a hybrid analysis (FD)
[Abraham et al.(2007b)℄, Haverah Park (HP) [Ave et al.(2002)℄, AGASA
(A) [Shinozaki et al.(2002), Risse et al.(2005)℄, AGASA and Yakutsk (AY)
[Rubtsov et al.(2006)℄, as well as Yakutsk (Y) [Glushkov et al.(2007)℄.
tions using the interation ode QGSJET 01 are displayed in the gure.
The gure illustrates that we are entering an era where it should be possible
to distinguish between dierent astrophysial senarios.
Of great interest is also whether other speies than atomi nulei ontribute
to the ultra high-energy partile ux.
5.1 Photon Flux Limit
Air showers indued by primary photons develop an almost pure eletro-
magneti asade. Experimentally they are identied by their relatively low
muon ontent or their relatively deep shower maximum. Sine mostly ele-
tromagneti proesses are involved in the shower development, the predi-
tions are more reliable and don't suer from unertainties in hadroni in-
teration models. A ompilation of reent upper limits on the ontribution
of photons to the all-partile ux is shown in Fig. 8 [Abraham et al.(2007a)℄.
The best photon limits are the latest results of the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory [Abraham et al.(2007a)℄ setting rather strong limits on the photon ux.
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Figure 9: Limits at 90% ondene level for a diuse ux of ντ assuming
a 1:1:1 ratio of the three neutrino avors at Earth [Abraham et al.(2007),
Kampert(2008)℄. The experimental results are ompared to preditions for
GZK neutrinos and a top-down model [Kalashev et al.(2002)℄.
They are based on measurements with the Auger surfae detetors, taking
into aount observables sensitive to the longitudinal shower development,
the signal rise time, and the urvature of the shower front. The photon fra-
tion is smaller than 2%, 5.1%, and 31% above energies of 1019, 2 · 1019, and
4 · 1019 eV, respetively with 95% ondene level.
In top-down senarios for high-energy osmi rays, the partiles are deay
produts of super-heavy partiles. This yields relatively high-uxes of pho-
tons predited by suh models. Several preditions are shown in the gure
[Aloisio et al.(2004), Ellis et al.(2006)℄. These senarios are strongly disfa-
vored by the reent Auger results.
The upper limits are already relatively lose to the uxes expeted for
photons originating from the GZK eet [Gelmini et al.(2005)℄, shown in the
gure as shaded area.
5.2 Neutrino Flux Limit
The detetion of ultra high-energy osmi neutrinos is a long standing ex-
perimental hallenge. Many experiments are searhing for suh neutrinos,
and there are several ongoing eorts to onstrut dediated experiments to
detet them [Halzen et al.(2002), Falke et al.(2004)℄. Their disovery would
open a new window to the Universe [Beker(2007)℄. However, so far no ultra
high-energy neutrinos have been deteted.
2
2
Neutrinos produed in air showers (atmospheri neutrinos) [Fukuda et al.(1998)℄,
in the sun [Fukuda et al.(1999), Ahmed et al.(2004)℄, and during super nova 1987A
[Hirata et al.(1987), Bionta et al.(1987)℄ have been deteted, but are at energies muh below
our fous.
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As disussed above (Set. 2) ultra high-energy osmi rays are expeted to
be aompanied by ultra high-energy neutrinos. The neutrinos are produed
with dierent abundanes for the individual avors, e.g. pion deay leads to a
ratio νe : νµ = 2 : 1. However, due to neutrino osillations the ratio expeted
at Earth is ντ : νµ : νe = 1 : 1 : 1.
To disriminate against the huge hadroni bakground in air shower de-
tetors, neutrino andidates are identied as nearly horizontal showers with
a signiant eletromagneti omponent. The Pierre Auger Observatory is
sensitive to Earth-skimming tau-neutrinos that interat in the Earth's rust.
Tau leptons from ντ harged-urrent interations an emerge and deay in
the atmosphere to produe a nearly horizontal shower with a signiant ele-
tromagneti omponent. Reent results from the Pierre Auger Observatory
together with upper limits from other experiments are presented in Fig. 9.
Assuming an E−2ν dierential energy spetrum Auger derives a limit at 90%
ondene level of E2ν dNντ /dEν < 1.3·10−7 GeV m−2 s−1 sr−1 in the energy
range between 2 · 1017 and 2 · 1019 eV.
Aording to top-down models for ultra high-energy osmi rays a large
ux of ultra high-energy neutrinos is expeted. As an example, the predi-
tions of a model [Kalashev et al.(2002)℄ are shown in the gure as well. This
model is disfavored by the reent upper limits. It should also be noted that
the urrent experiments are only about one order of magnitude away from
predited uxes of GZK neutrinos (osmogeni neutrinos).
6 Arrival Diretion
The arrival diretions of osmi rays provide an important observable to
investigate the soures of these partiles. Sine harged partiles are de-
eted in magneti elds, the osmi-ray ux observed at Earth is highly
isotropi. A signiant evidene for an anisotropy in the arrival diretions
would be the most diret hint towards possible osmi-ray soures. Unfortu-
nately, only limited experimental information is available about both, galati
[Rand and Kulkarni(1989), Vallée(2004)℄ and extragalati [Kronberg(1994),
Grasso and Rubinstein(2001)℄ magneti elds. Seleting partiles at the high-
est energies limits the eld of view to distanes less than 100 Mp, see Fig. 2
(right). This implies two advantages: the number of soure andidates is
limited and the partiles are only slightly deeted sine they propagate a
restrited distane only.
6.1 Galati Center
The enter of our galaxy is an interesting target for osmi-ray anisotropy
studies. It harbors a massive blak hole assoiated with the radio soure
Sagittarius A
∗
and a supernova remnant Sagittarius A East. Both are andi-
dates to be powerful osmi-ray aelerators. The importane is underlined
by reent disoveries: the HESS experiment has reported the observation from
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Figure 10: Signiane maps of exess/deit events in equatorial oordi-
nates as measured by the AGASA [Hayashida et al.(1999)℄ (left) and SUGAR
[Bellido et al.(2001)℄ (right) experiments. The lines in both panels indiate
the galati plane. AGASA: events within a radius of 20
◦
are summed up in
eah bin. SUGAR: The white irle with a radius of 5.5
◦
indiates the error
for a point soure.
Figure 11: Map of osmi-ray
over-density signianes
near the Galati Cen-
ter as measured by the
Pierre Auger Observatory
[Abraham et al.(2007d)℄. The
line indiates the galati
plane and "+" marks the
Galati Center. The irles
represent the regions of exess
events seen by the AGASA
and SUGAR experiments.
TeV γ rays near the loation of Sagittarius A∗ [Aharonian et al.(2004)℄ and
disovered a region of extended emission from giant moleular louds in the
entral 200 p of the Milky Way [Aharonian et al.(2006)℄.
Of partiular interest to searh for anisotropies in osmi rays is the region
around 1018 eV. At these energies the tail of the galati omponent might
still ontribute signiantly to the all-partile spetrum and neutrons from
the galati enter an reah the Earth without deaying. Suh neutrons
would not be deeted by magneti elds [Medina Tano and Watson(2001),
Bossa et al.(2003), Aharonian and Neronov(2005), Croker et al.(2005),
Grasso and Maione(2005), Biermann et al.(2004)℄.
The AGASA experiment has investigated anisotropies in the ar-
rival diretions of osmi rays at energies around 1018 eV, see Fig. 10
[Hayashida et al.(1999)℄. The Galati Center is just outside the eld of view
of the experiment. However, an exess in the Galati-Center region has been
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Figure 12: Arrival diretions of osmi rays with energies exeeding 4 ·1019 eV
in equatorial oordinates as observed by the AGASA experiment. Red squares
and green irles represent osmi rays with energies exeeding 1020 eV and
(4− 10) · 1019 eV, respetively. [Takeda et al.(1999), AGASA(2003)℄
deteted. Also the SUGAR experiment, loated in Australia has reported an
exess of events from the region of the Galati Center at 1018 eV, see Fig. 10
(right) [Bellido et al.(2001)℄. It should be noted that both ndings are on the
3 to 4σ level only.
Reently, data from the Pierre Auger Observatory have been searhed for
anisotropies in the region of the Galati Center [Abraham et al.(2007d)℄. A
map of resulting osmi-ray over-density signianes is displayed in Fig. 11.
The regions were AGASA and SUGAR have found an exess are marked in the
gure. With a statistis muh greater than those of previous experiments, it
has been searhed for a point-like soure in the diretion of Sagittarius A. No
signiant exess has been found. Also searhes on larger angular sales show
no abnormally over-dense regions. These ndings exlude reently proposed
senarios for a neutron soure in the Galati Center.
6.2 Clustering of Arrival Diretions
The AGASA experiment has investigated small-sale anisotropies in the ar-
rival diretions of osmi rays [Takeda et al.(1999)℄. Above an energy of
4 · 1019 eV they have found lusters of events oming from the same dire-
tion, see Fig. 12. One triplet and three doublets with a separation angle of
2.5
◦
have been reported, the probability to observe these lusters by a hane
oinidene under an isotropi distribution is smaller than 1%.
The HiRes experiment has found no signiant lustering at any angular
sale up to 5
◦
for energies exeeding 10 EeV [Abbasi et al.(2004b)℄. Combining
data from the AGASA, HiRes, SUGAR, and Yakutsk experiments at energies
above 40 EeV a hint for a orrelation has been found at angular sales around
25
◦
[Kahelriess and Semikoz(2006)℄.
Also the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory have been searhed for
lustering in the arrival diretions [Mollerarh et al.(2007)℄. The autoor-
relation funtion has been analyzed adopting a method, in whih a san
over the minimum energy E and the separation angle Θ is performed
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Figure 13: Autoorre-
lation san for events
with energies above
1020 eV reorded with the
Pierre Auger Observatory
[Mollerarh et al.(2007)℄.
The hane probability is
shown as funtion of sepa-
ration angle and threshold
energy.
[Finley and Westerho(2004)℄. For eah value of E and Θ a hane prob-
ability is alulated by generating a large number of isotropi Monte Carlo
simulations of the same number of events, and omputing the fration of sim-
ulations having an equal or larger number of pairs than the data for those
parameters. The result is depited in Fig. 13, showing the probability as fun-
tion of separation angle and threshold energy. A broad region with an exess
of orrelation appears at intermediate angular sales and large energies. The
minimum is found at 7
◦
for the 19 highest events (E > 57.5 EeV), where
eight pairs were observed, while one was expeted. The fration of isotropi
simulations with larger number of pairs at that angular sale and for that
number of events is Pmin = 10
−4
. The hane probability for this value to
arise from an isotropi distribution is P ≈ 2 · 10−2.
6.3 Correlation with BL-Las
Interesting andidates as osmi-ray soures are BL Laertae objets. They
are a sub lass of blazars, ative galaxies with beamed emission from a rela-
tivisti jet whih is aligned roughly towards our line of sight. Several exper-
iments have searhed for orrelations of the arrival diretions of osmi rays
with the position of BL Las on the sky.
A orrelation was found between a subset of BL La positions
and arrival diretions reored by AGASA with energies exeeding
48 EeV and by the Yakutsk experiment at energies above 24 EeV
[Tinyakov and Tkahev(2001)℄. This orrelation and further ones as re-
ported in [Tinyakov and Tkahev(2002), Gorbunov et al.(2002)℄ between BL
Las and ultra high-energy osmi rays registered by the AGASA and
Yakutsk experiments were not onrmed by data of the HiRes experiment
[Abbasi et al.(2006)℄. On the other hand, an exess of orrelations was
found for a subset of BL Las and osmi rays with energies above 10 EeV
[Abbasi et al.(2006), Gorbunov et al.(2004)℄.
In spring 2007 the number of events reorded by the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory above 10 EeV was six times larger than the data used in previous
searhes. The orrelation hypotheses reported previously have been tested
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Figure 14: Number of events orrelated with onrmed BL Las with optial
magnitude m < 18 from the 10th edition of the atalog of quasars and nu-
lei [Véron-Cetty and Véron(2006)℄ (points) and average for an isotropi ux
(solid line) along with dispersion in 95% of simulated isotropi sets (bars)
[Harari et al.(2007)℄. As funtion of the angular separation (for E > 10 EeV,
left) and as funtion of threshold energy (Θ < 0.9◦, right).
with the Auger data [Harari et al.(2007)℄. Sine the southern detetor of the
Pierre Auger Observatory sees a dierent part of the sky as ompared to
the AGASA, HiRes, and Yakutsk experiments, only the 'reipes' ould be
tested but using dierent soures on the sky. Non of the previously reported
hypotheses ould be onrmed, the hane probabilities for the dierent ap-
proahes were found to be slightly smaller than 1%. The orrelations searh
has been extended to a broader range of angular sales and energy thresholds,
see Fig. 14. It shows the number of orrelated events as funtion of separation
angle (left) and energy threshold (right). The urves represent expetations
for an isotropi ux. The error bars depit the dispersion within 95% of sim-
ulated isotropi sets. As an be inferred from the gure, the measured data
are ompatible with an isotropi distribution and they do not onrm earlier
ndings.
6.4 Correlation with AGN
Another interesting set of objets to serve as soures of ultra high-energy os-
mi rays are Ative Galati Nulei (AGN). The radiation from AGN is be-
lieved to be a result of aretion on to the super-massive blak hole (with 106 to
108 solar masses) at the enter of the host galaxy. AGN are the most luminous
persistent soures of eletromagneti radiation in the Universe. An example
of an AGN is shown in Fig. 15: Centaurus A is with a distane of 3.4 Mp one
of the losest AGN. The radio lobes are thought to be the result of relativisti
jets emerging from the entral blak hole. Dierent senarios related to AGN
have been developed, whih are supposed to aelerate partiles to highest en-
ergies, e.g. [Biermann and Strittmatter(1987), Rahen and Biermann(1993),
Romero et al.(1996), Ostrowski(1999), Lyutikov and Ouyed(1999)℄.
The arrival diretions of osmi rays as measured by the Pierre
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Figure 15: Centaurus A
as seen by the Hub-
ble Spae Telesope and
the VLA radio telesope
[http://hubblesite.org℄. The
radio lobes extend over a
sale of about 10
◦
along the
super-galati plane.
Figure 16: Aito projetion of the elestial sphere in galati oordinates
with irles of 3.2
◦
entered at the arrival diretions of 27 osmi rays
deteted by the Pierre Auger Observatory with energies E > 57 EeV
[Abraham et al.(2007e)℄. The positions of AGN with redshift z < 0.018
(D < 75 Mp) from the 12th edition of the atalog of quasars and nulei
[Véron-Cetty and Véron(2006)℄ are indiated by the asterisks. The solid line
draws the border of the eld of view of the southern observatory (for zenith
angles Θ < 60◦). Darker olor indiates larger relative exposure. The dashed
line indiates the super-galati plane. Centaurus A, one of the losest AGN
is marked in white.
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Auger Observatory have been orrelated with the positions of AGN
[Abraham et al.(2007e), Abraham et al.(2007f)℄. Data taken during the on-
strution of the observatory sine January 2004 have been analyzed, orre-
sponding to slightly more than one year of data of the ompleted observatory.
The angular resolution of the detetor is better than 1
◦
at energies above
1019 eV [Ave et al.(2007a)℄. The positions of AGN aording to the 12th
edition of the atalog of quasars and nulei [Véron-Cetty and Véron(2006)℄
within a distane D have been used. A san has been performed over the
distane D, a threshold energy Eth, and the orrelation angle Θ. The best
orrelation has been found for events with energies exeeding Eth = 57 EeV,
a maximum distane D = 71 Mp, orresponding to a redshift z = 0.017, and
a orrelation angle Θ = 3.2◦. With these parameters 20 out of 27 osmi rays
orrelate with at least one of the 442 seleted AGN (292 in the eld of view of
the observatory). Only 5.6 are expeted, assuming an isotropi ux. The 27
osmi rays measured with the highest energies are shown in Fig. 16 together
with the positions of the AGN. Many of the observed orrelated events are
aligned with the super-galati plane. Two events have arrival diretions less
than 3
◦
away from Centaurus A. These results indiate learly that the arrival
diretions of osmi rays at highest energies are not isotropi.
A osmi ray with harge Ze that travels a distaneD in a regular magneti
eld B is deeted by an angle [Abraham et al.(2007f)℄
δ ≈ 2.7◦ 60 EeV
E/Z
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ D
0
(
dx
kp
× B
3 µG
)∣∣∣∣∣ . (11)
Assuming a oherene sale of order ≈ 1 kp [Stanev(1997)℄ for the regular
omponent of the galati magneti eld, the deetion angle is a few degrees
only for protons with energies larger than 60 EeV. This illustrates that the
observed angular orrelations are reasonable, but one has to keep in mind
the limited knowledge about galati magneti elds. The angular sale of
the observed orrelations also implies that intergalati magneti elds along
the line of sight to the soures do not deet osmi-ray trajetories by muh
more than a few degrees. The root mean square deetion of osmi rays with
harge Ze, traveling a distane D in a turbulent magneti eld with oherene
length Lc is [Abraham et al.(2007f)℄
δrms ≈ 4◦ 60 EeV
E/Z
Brms
nG
√
D
100 Mp
√
Lc
1 Mp
. (12)
As information on intergalati magneti elds is very sparse, the orrelations
observed an be used to onstrain models of turbulent intergalati magneti
elds. Within the observed volume they should be suh that in most diretions
Brms
√
Lc ≤ 10−9 G
√
Mp. In the future the Pierre Auger Observatory will
ollet more data and more than one event per soure should be deteted. It
should then be possible to use the data itself to set onstraints on magneti
eld models.
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It should be noted that the ndings by the Pierre Auger Observatory imply
that the soures of the highest-energy-osmi rays are spatially distributed like
AGN. The atual aeleration sites ould be the AGN itself or other andidates
with the same spatial distribution as AGN.
7 Disussion and Outlook
"How do osmi aelerators work and what are they aelerating?" is one
of eleven siene questions for the new entury in physis and astronomy
[National Researh Counil(2003)℄. In the last few years important progress
has been made in measuring the properties of ultra high-energy osmi rays.
In partiular, the results of the Pierre Auger Observatory have signiantly
ontributed to an improvement in understanding the origin of the highest-
energy partiles in the Universe. The disovery of orrelations between the
arrival diretions of osmi rays and the positions of AGN was among the
most important sienti breakthroughs in 2007 for several siene media
organizations, see [www.auger.org/news/top_news_2007.html℄.
The must important ndings disussed in this overview may be summa-
rized as follows. The strutures in the energy spetrum at highest energies
seem to beome more lear. In partiular, there seems to be evidene for a
steeper falling spetrum above 4 · 1019 eV (Figs. 5 and 6). The question arises
whether this steepening is due to the GZK eet or due to the maximum
energy ahieved during the aeleration proesses. The most onvining evi-
dene for the existene of the GZK eet is provided by the orrelations of the
arrival diretions with AGN. They our sharply above an energy of 57 EeV.
At this energy, the ux measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory is about
50% lower than expeted from a power law extrapolation from lower energies,
see Fig. 5. Thus, there seems to be a onnetion between the steepening in
the spetrum and the AGN orrelation.
The orrelations our on an angular sale of about 3.2
◦
. This indiates
that the partiles are deeted marginally only. In turn, this implies they
should be light partiles, with low Z, see (11) and (12). However, there is some
tension between this expetation and the measurements of the average depth
of the shower maximum Xmax (Fig. 7). The data at 4 ·1019 eV are ompatible
with a mixed omposition. But, sine the orrelations our relatively sharp
above 57 EeV, some dramati hange in omposition above this energy an
also not be exluded.
The orrelation implies that the soures of ultra high-energy partiles are
in our osmologial neighborhood (D < 75). The GZK horizon, dened as
the distane from Earth whih ontains the soures that produe 90% of the
protons that arrive with energies above a ertain threshold is 90 Mp at 80 EeV
and 200 Mp at 60 EeV [Harari et al.(2006)℄. There seems to be a slight
mismath between these numbers and the Auger ndings. Shifting upward
the Auger energy sale by about 30%, as indiated by some simulations of the
reonstrution proedures [Engel et al.(2007)℄, a better agreement between
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the predited GZK horizon and energy threshold with the observed data ould
be ahieved [Abraham et al.(2007f)℄.
The biggest unertainty in the absolute energy sale of the Pierre Auger
Observatory is the knowledge of the uoresene yield. At present, intensive
eorts are onduted by various groups to preisely determine the uoresene
yield of eletrons in air [Arqueros et al.(2008)℄. Attention is paid to the de-
pendene of the yield on atmospheri parameters, like pressure, temperature,
and humidity. In partiular, upoming results from the AIRFLY experiment
[Ave et al.(2007b), Privitera et al.(2007)℄ are expeted to signiantly redue
the unertainties of the energy sale for uoresene detetors.
The orrelation between the arrival diretions and the positions of
AGN sets onstraints on models for the aeleration of ultra high-energy
partiles. The results imply that the spatial distribution of soures is
orrelated with the distribution of AGN. Thus, already some senarios
are strongly disfavored. Ruled out are models proposing soures in our
Galaxy, like neutron stars [Blasi et al.(2000)℄, pulsars [Bednarek(2003)℄,
and blak holes [Dar and Plaga(1999)℄. Models for soures in the gala-
ti halo are also ruled out suh as top-down senarios with deaying
super-heavy partiles [Berezinsky et al.(1997), Kuz'min and Rubakov(1998),
Birkel and Sarkar(1998)℄. These models are also severely onstraint by the
upper limits on the photon ux (Fig. 8) and the neutrino ux (Fig. 9). Within
the next years measurements of photons and neutrinos produed in the GZK
eet seem to be in reah. Their detetion would be an important and om-
plementary information about the origin and propagation of ultra high-energy
osmi rays.
In summary, the aeleration of ultra high-energy partiles in
AGN seems to be very attrative, dierent senarios have been pro-
posed, e.g. [Biermann and Strittmatter(1987), Rahen and Biermann(1993),
Romero et al.(1996), Ostrowski(1999), Lyutikov and Ouyed(1999)℄. However,
other soures with a similar spatial distribution are not exluded.
With the energy density estimated in Set. 2.1 we obtain a total osmi
ray power of about 9.7 · 1043 erg/s within a sphere (r = 75 Mp) seen by
the Pierre Auger Observatory at the highest energies. The typial power in
the jets of AGN is of order of 1044 to 1046 erg/s [Körding et al.(2008)℄. If we
assume about 10% of this power is onverted into osmi rays, about 1 to 10
soures are needed to sustain the power of the observed extragalati osmi
ray ux within a distane of 75 Mp from Earth. If the eieny is slightly
smaller, the number of soures required is orrespondingly slightly larger.
3
If the soures of the highest-energy partiles are indeed related to AGN, the
number of orrelated events seen by the Pierre Auger Observatory seems to be
of the right order of magnitude and one expets to see in future more events
from the same soures.
When the number of orrelated events found in the Auger data is ompared
to expetations for the AGASA and HiRes experiments, one has to be aware
3
Based on statistial arguments a minimum number of soures ≥ 61 has been estimated
[Abraham et al.(2007f)℄.
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of the dierent energy sales, see Table 1. The energy sales of the AGASA
and HiRes experiment are shifted relative to the Pierre Auger Observatory
by about 42% and 20%, respetively. If the Auger presription is applied
to the data of these experiments, the energy threshold has to be adjusted
orrespondingly.
In the next years several experiments fous on the exploration of the en-
ergy region of the transition from galati to extragalati osmi rays (1017 to
1018 eV). The 0.5 km2 KASCADE-Grande experiment [Navarra et al.(2004)℄
is taking data sine 2004 [Chiavassa et al.(2005)℄. The Ie erenkov detetor
Ie Cube [Kestel et al.(2004)℄ at the South Pole and its 1 km
2
surfae air
shower detetor Ie Top [Gaisser et al.(2003)℄ are under onstrution. In Jan-
uary 2008 40 Ie Cube strings and 40 surfae detetors have been deployed,
whih implies the set-up is already 50% ompleted. Further experiments are
the Telesope Array [Fukushima et al.(2007)℄ and its low energy extension
TALE, as well as extensions of the Pierre Auger Observatory to lower en-
ergies [Kalges et al.(2007)℄. With this new high-quality data more detailed
information will be available on the energy spetrum and the omposition
and it should be possible to distinguish between dierent senarios for the
transition from galati to extragalati osmi rays.
A promising omplementary detetion method for high-energy osmi rays
is the measurement of radio emission from air showers. This method provides
three-dimensional information about air showers, similar to the uoresene
tehnique, but with the advantage of a muh higher duty yle. In the next
years air showers are expeted to be deteted with the LOFAR radio obser-
vatory [LOFAR(2007)℄. An extensive researh and development program is
onduted in the Pierre Auger Collaboration with the goal to build a 20 km
2
radio antennae array [van den Berg et al.(2007)℄.
The southern site of the Pierre Auger Observatory overs only a part of
the whole sky, see Fig. 16. Sine the distribution of matter in the Universe
is dierent in the parts seen from the northern and southern hemispheres
it is important to observe the whole sky. The Northern Auger Observatory
is designed to omplete and extend the investigations begun in the South
[Nitz et al.(2007)℄. To unambiguously identify the soures of the highest-
energy osmi rays requires olleting many more events in spite of the steeply
falling energy spetrum. The planned Northern site will be loated in South-
east Colorado, USA, having an instrumented area several times the area of
Auger South.
The Northern Observatory needs unrestrited support now, it is the next
step in exploring the high-energy Universe in the upoming years. With the
ompleted Pierre Auger Observatory, with its Southern and Northern sites
operated simultaneously, an exiting future in astropartile physis is ahead
of us. It will establish harged partile astronomy on the whole sky and will
provide high-auray data to test astrophysial models of the origin of ultra
high-energy osmi rays. In addition, it will improve our understanding of fun-
damental physis. The data will give insight into topis like the existene of
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vauum erenkov radiation, the smoothness of spae, and tests of Lorentz in-
variane [Klinkhammer and Risse(2008), Galaverni and Sigl(2007)℄. Already
now, the existing Auger data set stringent limits on theories.
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